
FullScale SIM Student and Silver Training

1. Traders may only intra-day trade. NO pre/post market orders or holds.
2. All positions must be closed by 4:00pm EST.
3. Be aware of  daily max drawdown. The goal is to build habits of not hitting or

exceeding this max drawdown. The following will happen in each level to prepare you
for live:
Student 1 : No close/cancel notification & Positions will not be covered
Student 2 : Close/cancel notification
Student 3 : Close/cancel notification $ Positions will be covered
Silver 1 + : Accounts will be treated and monitored as LIVE

4. Do not exceed max share size.
5. Do not exceed max buying power.
6. Your subscription will be renewed based on which recurring billing sequence you

choose.

FS Standard FS Plus FS Max

Buying Power $25,000 $50,000 $100,000

Max Share Size 300/symbol 600/symbol 1200/symbol

Daily Max Loss $50 $100 $150

Trailing Max Loss N/A N/A N/A

Volume Target 10,000 20,000 50,000

Profit Target $100 $200 $1,000

FullScale LIVE

1. Traders are encouraged to trade the symbols that were most profitable for them
during the SIM Challenge.

2. 15% of a trader's profits during the SIM Silver Phase will be used to sponsor the
trader, this amount must stay within their account for risk capital. Up to a maximum of
$800.

3. A portion of traders total payout will be kept to build up their risk capital as they
progress through levels and milestones.
Gold : 50%
Platinum : 30%
Elite : 20%
This will build a minimum balance needed in reserve to be kept in a specific
milestone. All monies over and above will be paid to traders.



4. If a trader reaches their daily max loss for two consecutive days, their daily max loss
will be reduced to half for the following day. (Days are considered by trading activity
and not date).

5. If a trader reaches the daily max loss for three consecutive days, they will
automatically be demoted.

6. If a trader does not have the minimum risk capital balance required for a level they
will be demoted to the nearest level they qualify for with their risk capital balance.

7. If a trader demotes from LIVE (into SIM) and then promotes into LIVE (Gold 1), the
second demotion before a promotion will result in trader being sent back to the SIM
Phase for one (1) month (trading days) to prove themselves through consistency and
profitability.
E.X: Silver 3 -> Gold 1 -> Silver 3 -> Gold 1 -> Silver 3 (must stay in SIM for one (1)
month, will revert to Silver 1).

8. If a trader reaches their Trailing Max Loss without the system demoting them, they
will automatically get demoted.

9. It is the traders responsibility to ensure they do not go over their daily max loss and
positions are closed before doing so. Positions will be covered if the trader fails to do
so.

10. Traders must exit out of all positions by 4:00PM EST every day.
11. NO overnight positions may be held under any circumstances.

FS Standard FS Plus FS Max

Buying Power $25,000 $50,000 $100,000

Max Share Size 300/symbol 600/symbol 1200/symbol

Daily Max Loss $100 $200 $300

Trailing Max Loss $250 $450 $650

Volume Target 10,000 20,000 50,000

Profit Target $1,000 $2,000 $3,000


